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Mitochondrial DNA data indicate an introduction through Mainland Southeast Asia for Australian dingoes and Polynesian domestic dogs
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In the late stages of the global dispersal of dogs, dingoes appear in the Australian archaeological record 3500 years BP, and dogs were one of three domesticates brought with the colonization of Polynesia, but the introduction routes to this region remain unknown. This also relates to questions about human history, such as to what extent the Polynesian culture was introduced with the Austronesian expansion from Taiwan or adopted en route, and whether pre-Neolithic Australia was culturally influenced by the surrounding Neolithic world. We investigate these questions by mapping the distribution of the mtDNA founder haplotypes for dingoes (A29) and ancient Polynesian dogs (Arc1 and Arc2) in samples across Southern East Asia (n = 424) and Island Southeast Asia (n = 219). All three haplotypes were found in South China, Mainland Southeast Asia and Indonesia but absent in Taiwan and the Philippines, and the mtDNA diversity among dingoes indicates an introduction to Australia 4600–18 300 years BP. These results suggest that Australian dingoes and Polynesian dogs originate from dogs introduced to Indonesia via Mainland Southeast Asia before the Neolithic, and not from Taiwan together with the Austronesian expansion. This underscores the complex origins of Polynesian culture and the isolation from Neolithic influence of the pre-Neolithic Australian culture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The domestication of dogs is unique in that it was the only domestic animal accompanying humans to every continent in ancient times. The dog has been present as the sole domestic animal in ancient Australia, in the form of feral dingoes, since at least 3500 years BP [1,2], and was introduced to Polynesia together with chickens and pigs when this region was colonized by human settlers starting approximately 3000 years BP [3–5]. However, the introduction routes and ultimate origin for these dogs are not known. Therefore, how dogs initially spread from mainland Asia to this part of the world remains to be investigated.

This dispersal of dogs is also linked to the human history of the region, and may contribute knowledge about, for example, the geographical origins of the Polynesian population and its Neolithic culture, and the extent of contact between the pre-Neolithic cultures of Australia with the surrounding world.

Australia and New Guinea were first colonized by hunter–gatherers approximately 50 000 years BP [6], which by 30 000 years BP had reached as far into Near Oceania as the Bismarck Archipelago and the westernmost Solomon Islands [3,7]. However, the islands further east remained without human presence until the arrival of the Neolithic, which reached western Polynesia by 3000 years BP, and all the way to eastern Polynesia approximately 1400 years BP [8].

The domestication of rice in the Yangtze valley, which occurred at least 8500 years BP [5], led to a spread of agriculture and Neolithic culture that reached Southeast Asia between 4500 and 3500 years BP, and Taiwan by at least 5500 years BP [5]. By approximately 3500 years BP, an archaeologically defined Neolithic cultural complex, called Lapita [4], appeared in Near Oceania, and within 500 years a material culture stemming from Lapita had spread east into the previously unpopulated Polynesia, finally reaching New Zealand by AD 1250 [5]. This dispersal is obviously linked to the spread of the ancestors of the Polynesians and of the Austronesian languages, and represents one of the most extensive geographical expansions of a human population in history. The Polynesian material
culture consisted of a number of Neolithic items, including the domestic dog, pig and chicken. The ultimate origin of the Polynesians and their culture, and the related Lapita cultural complex, is debated.

Contrastingly, Australia has remained largely isolated, keeping the pre-Neolithic culture with virtually no influence from external sources [6]. An exception is the dingo, a feral dog appearing in the Archaeological record at 3500 years BP [1,2]. How the dingo, as the single item of possibly Neolithic origin, arrived to Australia is therefore an enigma.

According to studies of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), the domestic dog probably originates from South China 10 000–16 000 years BP [9]. In the region studied here (South China, Mainland and Island Southeast Asia, Australasia and Polynesia), the archaeological record for dogs is generally sparse, but a spread of dogs into the region approximately in parallel with the spread of Neolithic culture is clearly indicated. Archaeological evidence shows that domestic dogs were established along the Gulf of Thailand at 4000 years BP [10], remains from northern Moluccas are dated to 3300 years BP [5,11], and the Yuan-shan culture of northern Taiwan probably possessed dogs from 4500 years BP [11]. The earliest archaeological evidence for dingo in Australia comes from Nullarbor plains in the southern part of the continent and has been dated to 3500 years BP [1,2]. It is noteworthy that at approximately the same time, 3500 years BP, pigs appear in the archaeological record of eastern Indonesia [12]. In Polynesia, there is indisputable evidence of dogs by 2000 years BP [13].

The origin of the people and culture in Polynesia has been heavily debated, and several different models have been proposed based on archaeological, linguistic, cultural and genetic evidence, as summarized in the study of Hurles et al. [14]. The ‘express train model’ [15,16] suggests a rapid spread of farmers from Taiwan approximately 5000 years BP, with little genetic mixing and cultural exchange between farmers and indigenous Melanesians at the eastward spread through Indonesia. Thus, the model suggests that genes, culture and the Austronesian language largely spread as a single entity to Polynesia. The Neolithic Lapita cultural complex, including the domestic dog, chicken and pig [16], originated in Taiwan and was introduced as one package, with little supplement on the way.

A model at the other extreme, called the ‘entangled bank model’, suggests a local development of Lapita through a complex network of interactions between southeast Asians, Melanesians and Polynesians over a long time, and not from a Taiwanese farmer expansion [17,18]. A third model, the ‘intrusion–innovation–integration (triple I) model’, proposes that some elements of Lapita already existed in Near Oceania, some were additions from outside sources (e.g. Taiwan), some developed in Near Oceania, and finally a composite culture moved into Polynesia [19].

In the archaeological record, pottery is absent in pre-Lapita archaeological assemblages in Near Oceania [4], and the Lapita pottery is most probably traced to a precursor pottery of the Dapenkeng culture in Taiwan 5500–5000 years BP [4,5,20]. The Austronesian language family is one of the largest and most widespread in the world, spoken from Madagascar to Easter Island [21]. The vast majority of Austronesian languages subgroups are spoken only on Taiwan, and the root for the Austronesian language tree falls in Taiwan [22,23]. Human genetic evidence indicates a primarily Indonesian–Melanesian origin for both the Polynesian mtDNA and the Y chromosome gene pools, and only a minor contribution from Taiwan [24–32]. Thus, archaeological and linguistic evidence indicate a Taiwanesese origin for the Polynesian culture, while genetic evidence points to a largely Melanesian ancestry for the Polynesian people.

The prehistory of Australia seems unaffected by the Neolithic farming expansion, except for the introduction of the (possibly Neolithic-related) dingo. This is also evident from genetic studies of Aboriginal Australians: analyses of mtDNA, Y chromosome and whole genome genetic diversity indicate long genetic isolation [33,34]. For dogs, Australian dingoes and archaeological samples of ancient Polynesian dogs have been studied for mtDNA, but the introduction route to Australia and Polynesia is not known, because of a lack of data from Mainland and Island Southeast Asia. Therefore, how and why the dingo arrived in the otherwise isolated Australia is an enigma, and it remains unknown where the dogs in Polynesia had their ultimate origin before being included in the Lapita-derived cultural complex.

The study of mtDNA among Australian dingoes and Polynesian dogs showed that archaeological samples of pre-European dog from across Polynesia (the Cook Islands, Hawaii and New Zealand) carried only two haplotypes: Arc1 and Arc2 [35]. It also showed that Australian dingoes carried only haplotype A29 or haplotypes differing from A29 by a single mutation, indicating that the dingo population was founded from a small number of dogs carrying a single mtDNA haplotype (A29). Importantly, all three haplotypes are typical for East Asian dogs: Arc2 and A29 are absent and Arc1 rarely found west of the Himalayas [9]. Furthermore, two New Guinea singing dogs (NGSDs; a feral dog from the New Guinean highlands, close in morphology and behaviour to Australian dingoes but clearly distinguishable [36]) were shown to carry haplotypes A29 and A79 (which differs by one substitution from A29). Since A29 is also found among East Asian dogs, an origin from domestic dogs seems clear for these two wild populations. Based on the mtDNA diversity, the time of arrival of dingoes to Australia was estimated to approximately 5000 years BP, and possibly up to 10 000 years BP [35], indicating an earlier date than the 3500 BP suggested by the archaeological evidence.

We wanted to investigate the origin and route of introduction of Polynesian domestic dogs and the feral Australian dingoes and NGSDs, in order to establish how dogs populated this part of the world and which human cultures may have been involved in these migrations. In this study, we therefore analysed mtDNA for 305 samples of domestic dog from Mainland and Island Southeast Asia to investigate the distribution of the two Polynesian haplotypes, and the Australian dingo and NGSD founder haplotype.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Samples

We analysed 582 bp of the mtDNA control region (nucleotide positions 15 458–16 039 of the mitochondrial genome)
in a total sample of 674 dogs, 232 dingoes and 3 NGSDs (electronic supplementary material, file S1). In the present study, we sequenced 305 samples of dog (84 from Mainland Southeast Asia and 221 from across Island Southeast Asia), 21 dingoes and 1 NGSD (all novel haplotypes have been deposited in GenBank under accession numbers HQ452433 and HQ452439–HQ452465), and from previous studies we included sequences from 369 dogs (281 from South China, 59 from Mainland Southeast Asia, 10 from Island Southeast Asia and 19 from Polynesia), 211 dingoes and 2 NGSDs [9,35,37]. The 19 samples from Polynesia were archaeological specimens and analysed for a shorter region (263 bp; positions 15 458–15 720). These data were also compared with 1224 sequences from dogs throughout the world [9], for creating minimum spanning networks based on a global dog sample (figure 1). The geographical distribution of samples specifically studied are as follows. Australia (dingo, n = 232): Northern Territory (n = 3), Queensland (n = 44), Western Australia (n = 29), South Australia (n = 6), Victoria (n = 35), New South Wales (n = 110) and miscellaneous (n = 5). South China (n = 281): Guangdong (n = 14), Guangxi (n = 35), Guizhou (n = 57), Hunan (n = 54), Jiangxi (n = 46) and Yunnan (n = 75). Southeast Asia (n = 143): Cambodia (n = 8), Thailand (n = 105) and Vietnam (n = 30). Indonesia (n = 131): Bali (n = 61 of which Datala, n = 2), Lembongan island, n = 37; Tenganan, n = 22), Kalimantan (n = 65 of which Latta Laga, n = 43; Loksad, n = 12; Mallinau, n = 8; miscellaneous, n = 2); Sulawesi (n = 3) and miscellaneous (n = 2). New Guinea (n = 15): New Guinea Highland (NGSD, n = 3) and New Guinea Lowland (dog; n = 12). Taiwan (n = 52): Wufeng (n = 12), Jen’al (n = 15), Mawlin (n = 9), Mutai (n = 3), Shiwlin (n = 2) and miscellaneous (n = 11). The Philippines: (n = 36). Additionally, from Polynesia, 19 pre-European archaeological samples were analysed: Cook Islands (n = 2), Hawaii (n = 4) and New Zealand (n = 13). The Taiwanese dog samples were collected from the Austronesian-speaking peoples Atayal, Seedeq and Rutai, the samples from Kalimantan from the Austronesian-speaking people Dayak, and the samples from Bali from the Austronesian-speaking Balinese people, while the samples from South China, Southeast Asia and the Philippines were collected mostly from rural locations. The samples were collected to avoid crossbreeding with modern breed dogs and relatedness among individuals: the dogs were not stray (all had an owner) and were sampled in areas with a low influx of foreign dogs (not more than one individual per family or pack).

(b) DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing

The samples were collected as Heparin-treated blood samples (174 samples, 165 of which transferred to FTA cards; FTA, fast technology for analysis of nucleic acids), 119 buccal cell samples on FTA cards, 22 hair samples and 12 modern skull samples (collected in 1981). Hair samples were extracted according to Angleby & Savolainen [38]; Heparin-treated blood samples, buccal epithelial cell samples on Whatman FTA cards and Heparin-treated blood samples transferred to FTA cards were extracted as by Natanaelsson et al. [39]; and skull samples as by Elledge et al. [40]. PCR amplification was performed as described by Angleby &
Savolainen [38]. DNA sequencing was performed in forward and reverse directions over all nucleotide positions, using ABI Big Dye terminator chemistry and analysis on ABI 3700 DNA sequencer as described by Angleby & Savolainen [38].

(c) Analysis of sequence data
The DNA sequences were edited using Sequencing Analysis (Applied Biosystems) and assembled into contigs and further edited using Sequencher v. 4.1 (Gene Codes Corporation).

To display the phylogenetic relations between haplotypes, minimum spanning networks were created by calculating distances using Arlequin v. 3.11 software [41] and then drawn by hand. The networks were based on the sequences from the dogs, dingoes and NGSDs from the specifically studied geographical region, as well as from 1224 dogs from across the world [9], to display the global phylogeny of dogs.

The mutation rate for the 582 bp region was obtained from Pang et al. [9], where the average genetic distance between dog/wolf and coyote in a phylogenetic tree was calibrated with the time for the separation between the wolf and coyote lineages. There is no exact calibration point for the wolf–coyote separation, but a possible range of 1.5–4.5 Ma. This gives a rate of $1.1 \times 10^{-8}$ substitutions per year, or 1 substitution per 40 000–155 000 years (the rate in [9] is given as substitutions per site per year, but should be substitutions per year).

The time of arrival of dingoes to Australia was estimated using the statistic $r$ (the mean number of substitutions for a set of sequences to their common ancestral haplotype) [42], calculating the mean distance to haplotype A29 for the dingo sequences, and the substitution rate. Because of the range of possible separation times between wolf and coyote, and of the resultant substitution rate, the time estimate is also obtained as a relatively broad range of possible time. The standard error for $r$ was calculated by resampling, with the size of the original number of individuals, in 1000 replicates using the program MESTY (Lars Arvestad).

3. RESULTS
We compared haplotypes detected in dog samples from South China, Mainland Southeast Asia, Indonesia, New Guinea, the Philippines and Taiwan with those previously identified among ancient, pre-European samples from Polynesia and the Australian dingo and NGSD populations [9,35,37]. Together with the pre-European Polynesian samples, dogs of Austronesian-speaking populations across most of Island Southeast Asia and Oceania were covered. The haplotypes detected in the different regions are indicated in a minimum spanning network (figure 1; see electronic supplementary material, files S1 and S2 for detailed information). The network was constructed based on the 909 samples from the studied geographical region as well as the 1224 samples of dog from across the world [9], putting the regional haplotypes into the context of global dog diversity. Only the major dog haplogroup, clade A [9], is shown since the haplotypes found among the Polynesian dogs and Australian dingoes fall only into this haplogroup [35].

Among the 19 pre-European samples from Polynesia two haplotypes were detected, Arc1 (found in 6 of the 19 samples, 32%) and Arc2 (13/19, 68%; figures 1 and 2). Both haplotypes were found at all three sampled locations, situated across large parts of Polynesia: Cook Islands (Arc1 $n = 1$; Arc2 $n = 1$), Hawaii (Arc1 $n = 2$; Arc2 $n = 2$) and New Zealand (Arc1 $n = 3$; Arc2 $n = 10$). Since the samples are from archaeological remains, they were analysed only for a shorter stretch (263 bp), and therefore correspond to several different full-length haplotypes (13 and 2, respectively; figure 1). Among the Australian dingoes, all 232 samples (100%) had either...
haplotype A29 or a haplotype separated from A29 by one substitutional step (designated A29\(^\prime\)). Haplotype A29 is shared with domestic dogs, while 11 of the A29\(^\prime\) haplotypes are unique to the dingo population and a 12th shared with dogs (an Arc1 haplotype, but found in a single individual and probably formed by a back mutation, and therefore treated as A29\(^\prime\)). The sample from New Guinea consisted of three NGSDs, representing the only three known female lineages, and 12 dogs from lowland villages. Two NGSDs had haplotype A29 and one had haplotype A79, which is separated from A29 by one substitutional step, indicating a common ancestry with dingoes. Among the village dogs, two had A79 (unique to NGSDs and New Guinea lowland village dogs), and A29 and Arc1 were each detected in one individual.

South China is the probable source population for the studied region, and in accordance with this we detected both the two Polynesian haplotypes and the dingo founder type, A29, in this sample. Arc1 was found in 25 of the 281 samples (9%), Arc2 in two dogs (1%) and A29 in six dogs (2%). Among the 281 samples (collected from Guangdong, Guangxi, Guizhou, Hunan, Jiangxi and Yunnan), 69 haplotypes were detected in total, 34 of which were unique to the region.

In Mainland Southeast Asia, 51 haplotypes were detected, 18 of which were unique, among 143 samples. Both Polynesian haplotypes and A29 were found here also, at similar frequency to that in South China: Arc1 in 13 of 143 samples (9%), Arc2 in 10 samples (7%) and A29 in two samples (1%).

In total, 131 samples from Indonesia were analysed, and 23 haplotypes detected, eight of which were unique to the region. Both of the Polynesian haplotypes, and the dingo haplotype A29, were detected: Arc1 in two of 131 samples (2%), Arc2 in 53 samples (40%) and A29 in 10 samples (8%). The two most common haplotypes in the region were A75 (which is one of the two possible full-length haplotypes of the Polynesian haplotype Arc2), carried by 52 dogs (40%), and the dingo founder haplotype A29, carried by 10 dogs (8%). Most of the Indonesian samples were from Bali (n = 61) and Kalimantan (n = 65); Bali had 3 per cent Arc1, 51 per cent Arc2 and 2 per cent A29, and Kalimantan had 0 per cent Arc1, 32 per cent Arc2 and 12 per cent A29. Surrounding haplotype Arc2 (corresponding to full-length haplotypes A75 and A120) in the minimum spanning network were haplotype A195 (unique in Indonesia) and A145 (shared between China and Indonesia but not detected elsewhere). The haplotypes in this clade were represented in 59 dogs (45%) in the Indonesian sample.

Among the 52 Taiwanese samples, 17 haplotypes were found, two of which were unique, but none of A29, Arc1 or Arc2 were represented. Similarly, among the 36 samples from the Philippines we detected 17 haplotypes, three of which were unique to the Philippines, but none of Arc1, Arc2 or A29 was represented.

To summarize, the two mtDNA haplotypes Arc1 and Arc2 were found in 100 per cent of Polynesian ancient dog samples, and A29 and A29\(^\prime\) were found in 100 per cent of investigated dingoes and NGSDs. Arc1 and Arc2 were also carried by 10 per cent of the dogs in South China, by 16 per cent in Mainland Southeast Asia and by 42 per cent in Indonesia, but were absent in the samples from Taiwan and the Philippines. Similarly, A29 had a frequency of 2 per cent in South China, 1 per cent in Mainland Southeast Asia, 8 per cent in Indonesia, but 0 per cent in Taiwan and the Philippines. The probability that the three haplotypes would be present in the Taiwanese or Philippine populations but not sampled in our study is low. For example, if the frequencies for Taiwan are assumed to be the same as in South China (which had the lowest frequencies in the studied region, except Taiwan and the Philippines), the probability of not finding any of the three haplotypes among 52 samples is 0.0015.

Based on the assumption that A29 was the only haplotype carried by the dingo founders, the introduction of dingoes to Australia has previously been dated to approximately 5000 years BP, and possibly up to 10 000 years BP, years BP [35], from the mean genetic distance among dingo sequences (ρ) to A29 [42]. Based on the present sample of dingoes, with ρ = 0.116 (s.e. = 0.0005), excluding 25 samples from Pilbara in Western Australia probably affected by genetic drift [35] and using a conservative recalculation of the mutation rate [9], we estimate the time of arrival of dingoes to 4640–18 100 years BP (4600–18 300, 95% confidence limits). These calculations are dependent on A29 being the only founder; if any of the other haplotypes found among the dingoes was also introduced from outside Australia, an underestimation of the time of arrival is obtained. However, since all other haplotypes but one (carried by a single individual and possibly formed by a back mutation) were unique to Australia, the assumption that A29 was the only founder haplotype seems reasonable.

4. DISCUSSION

This study shows a distinct pattern in the geographical distribution of the two Polynesian dog mtDNA haplotypes Arc1 and Arc2, and the dingo and NGSD founder mtDNA haplotype A29, with a total frequency of 12 per cent in Southern China, 17 per cent in southeast Asia and 50 per cent in Indonesia, but complete absence in samples from Taiwan and the Philippines. This gives a clear indication that Polynesian dogs as well as dingoes and NGSDs trace their ancestry back to South China through Mainland Southeast Asia and Indonesia. Thus, there is no indication that these dogs were introduced via Taiwan and the Philippines together with the expansion of the Neolithic culture and Austronesian languages, as suggested in some theories about Polynesian origins.

The phylogeographic pattern for the dogs, with the two Polynesian haplotypes traceable only through Indonesia and southeast Asia, is mirrored by that of pigs, for which mtDNA haplotypes belonging to a ‘Pacific clade’ were found in pigs from Polynesia, Indonesia and Southeast Asia, but absent among pigs from Taiwan and the Philippines [43]. Thus, while this study has no direct bearing on the origin of the Polynesian people it indicates that, in the case they trace their origin from Taiwan, their Neolithic cultural package was modified en route; at least the domesticated pig and dog seem to have spread from Mainland Southeast Asia to Indonesia and Melanesia, where they were picked up by the Polynesian ancestors. A presence of dogs in Island Southeast Asia before the arrival of the Neolithic from Taiwan is also indicated by
the mtDNA-based dating of the origin of dingoines to Australia, greater than 4600 BP.

Therefore, among the different models for the origins of the Polynesians and their culture, the dog mtDNA data do not support the more extreme express train model, which suggests a rapid spread of farmers from South China via Taiwan, with little cultural exchange between farmers and the indigenous populations in eastern Indonesia and Melanesia. Instead, the data fit better with models proposing an extensive interaction between indigenous Indonesians/Melanesians and intruding farmers (e.g. the triple I model) [19]. Both the archaeological culture and the language of the Polynesians are clearly indicated to have originated from Taiwan, but genetic studies of humans have indicated that only a fraction of the Polynesian mtDNA and Y chromosome gene pools originated from Taiwan. We suggest that, with the evidence on the origins of Polynesian domestic dogs and pigs, a likely scenario for the origins of Polynesians is that farmers spread from Taiwan bringing the Neolithic culture (e.g. pottery) and Austronesian languages, but mixed extensively with local Melanesian populations, and picked up some cultural traits (e.g. the domesticated dog and pig, and the commensal Polynesian rat [44]) on route. Therefore, the cultural package of the Polynesians was probably formed from different sources, some parts deriving from Taiwan and others incorporated at the spread through Indonesia and Melanesia.

Earlier studies have shown the feral Australian dingo to have an ultimate origin from East Asian domestic dogs [35]. The possibility that the dingo was introduced to Australia from Taiwan in connection with the Austronesian expansion has been discussed [35], but the distribution of haplotype A29 indicates that the introduction route was instead through Mainland Southeast Asia. Importantly, except for the possibly Neolithic-related dingoines, no clear signs of Neolithic culture have been observed in prehistoric Australia. How the dingoines were introduced is therefore unclear. It may have happened by way of limited contacts with Neolithic groups (e.g. through trading with Austronesians in New Guinea, something that has been practiced in historical times via the Torres straits [6]) or it may have happened through contact with pre-Neolithic groups. Importantly, NGSDs, from the pre-Neolithic New Guinean highlands, carried only haplotypes A29 (the dingo founder haplotype) and A79 (separated from A29 by one substitutional step). This strongly indicates a common origin of these two ‘pre-Neolithic’ dog populations. A common ancestry of NGSDs and dingoines is also suggested by similarities in morphology and behaviour [36], as well as signs of Neolithic relatedness have been observed in prehistoric Australia. Whether the dingo was actually a Neolithic domesticate, remains to be elucidated.

5. CONCLUSIONS

There is archaeological evidence that dogs had spread across Mainland and Island Southeast Asia, and to Australia, by 3000–4000 years BP, possibly in parallel with a Neolithic farming expansion. It has been assumed that the Polynesian culture, including the domesticated dog, pig and chicken, spread from Taiwan in connection with the Austronesian expansion, and that the dingo may also have been introduced in this context. However, the data presented here indicate that the Polynesian domestic dogs trace their ancestry from Mainland Southeast Asia, and that dogs may have been present in Island Southeast Asia before the arrival of the Neolithic. Therefore, the Polynesian culture probably had a complex origin, with components from Taiwan as well as Indonesia and Melanesia. For the Australian dingoines and the NGSDs also, the likely introduction route was through Mainland Southeast Asia, possibly in connection with the Polynesian dogs. The mtDNA data suggest that dingoines arrived earlier than indicated by the archaeological record, before the arrival of the Neolithic to the surrounding regions. Whether the dingo was actually a Neolithic item that spread to an Australian continent otherwise unaffected by the Neolithic, or was introduced as a pre-Neolithic domesticate, remains to be elucidated.
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